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cience fiction has always had a place for the exceptional, the gifted,
and the monstrously freakish. From the protagonist of Daniel Keyes' Flowers
for Algernon to Valentine Michael Smith, raised by Martians in Heinlein's Stranger
In A Strange Land, the exceptionally talented have traditionally frolicked and flourished in the universes of science fiction.
Olaf Stapledon wrote a story called Odd John, about a human with a freakishly disproportioned body; a mutant possessed of exceptional intelligence who
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Oddities

Born Different
Sometimes, a random confluence of genes comes together to produce a child
who is simultaneously gifted and cursed. Gifted, because their minds or bodies
are capable of surpassing normal human capabilities; and cursed, in that their very
oddness sets them apart from the run of normal humanity.
These beings are known as Oddities.

Freakish Births
Oddities always look different. There is always some strange disproportion which
marks them as unusual. Their hair, or the irises of their eyes, might be an odd colour, or they might have no facial, head or bodily hair whatsoever. Eyes, ears, noses,
digits or the Oddity's head might be too large. They might have odd little pot
bellies, or look almost emaciated, walking skeletons covered with taut skin. Many
Oddities are also intersex or genderfluid, and onlookers can have great difficulty
establishing whether the Oddity actually has a gender, either male-like or femalelike. This ambiguity of gender gives them an unearthly, if uncanny, beauty.
Oddities always look taller than regular humans, with long slender limbs and
thin necks. Even when their heads are correctly proportioned to their bodies, an
Oddity's neck always looks so thin that it is a wonder that the neck and shoulder
muscles can support the head and keep it upright; and yet, they do. An Oddity's
SIZ could be within the human range, yet still they always manage to look taller
than they actually are.

Oddity Character Generation
Every Oddity possesses some characteristic, usually Int but sometimes Pow or
Cha, which surpasses the regular human maxima, but there is a price they pay in
that their physical and mental differences increasingly alienate them from regular
human beings.

Their abilities extend to rapid learning of skills, including learning new skills
very quickly. Oddities become prodigies in certain skills with next to no effort, and
they enjoy the process of learning quickly, despite the increasing toll that they pay.
In addition to their ability to learn quickly, Oddities possess certain unique
powers, further distancing themselves from humanity. Abilities such as rubberjointedness, perfect pitch, and even telepathy are commonplace for Oddities.

C haracter C oncept
As well as having the label of "Oddity," an Oddity character needs a character concept, like regular Player Characters. These professions can be in any field, but each
Oddity is considered a virtuoso in that field - as well as a few related fields. For
instance, an Oddity mathematician is considered to be a virtuoso in mathematics
- but they can extend their knowledge to become virtuosos in music, or science, or
engineering.

Olaf Stapledon (1886-1950)
Olaf Stapledon was a British philosopher and science
fiction writer. After his thesis on ethics in 1929, he
turned to fiction to spread his ideas. His first fictional
work, Last and First Men (1930), was a success and
enticed him to continue on the literary path.
Other works include Odd John, Star Maker, Darkness and the Light and Sirius.
Stapledon's work has influenced Arthur C. Clarke,
Brian Aldiss, Stanisław Lem, C. S. Lewis and Vernor
Vinge, among others.
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I nt -Based Experience Modifier
Int

Experience
Modifier

6 or Less

–1

7–12

0

13–18

+1

Each 6 points

+1

C haracteristics
Str, Con, and Dex are rolled for normally, on 3d6. Once rolled, choose two physical characteristics from Str, Con and Dex, subtracting 1 from those two characteristics and adding them to the third. (Example: 1 point could be subtracted from each
of Str and Con, and +2 added to Dex). Siz and Pow are rolled on 2d6+7. Cha is
rolled on 2d6+6, and Int is rolled on 2d6+9.

Choose one characteristic from Int, Pow or Cha. That chosen characteristic
can be increased without the usual limitations. However, see "Strangeness," below.

C omputed Attributes
Oddities can access a special Experience Modifier table based on Int (see sidebar).
Oddities may also use the normal Experience Modifier based on Cha from p. 19,
Odd Soot.

Standard S kills
Oddities learn the same Standard Skills as regular humans, with the same base
chances based on their characteristics. Due to their incredible opening values for
Int, Pow, Dex and Cha, many Oddities open the appropriate skills at very high
levels.

C ulture
As with regular humans, the player must decide on the Oddity's Cultural Background. Allocate 100 points amongst the listed Standard Skills, the chosen Professional Skills and the Combat Style (if any) for the chosen culture.

Oddities may learn the Combat Style (Non-Lethal) instead of a regular
Combat Style. If they exclusively learn the Non-Lethal Combat Style, all checks
made for that style are one grade easier.

Career
As with regular humans, the player must choose a Career from those available to
the setting. Distribute 100 points amongst the career’s listed Standard Skills and
whatever Professional Skills were chosen.

Exceptional Skills: Regardless of their Career, Oddities always open one
Knowledge, one Science, Research, one other skill which does not relate to science,
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engineering or building things such as Conceal or Sing, and a choice of one skill
from: Difference Engines, Electronics, or Mechanics. The Player must mark these
with an asterisk. Checks made for those specific skills are always one grade easier.

B onus S kill Points
Assign a final 150 points between any Standard skill or those Professional skills
gained as part of Culture or Career. At least 10 points must go onto at least one of
their Exceptional Skills.

E quipment
Determine the Oddity's Starting Equipment based on Culture and Career.

Circles
As with regular Player Characters, in order to define the Oddity’s social framework, two Circles are defined, as with regular people: one with a positive impact
on the Oddity’s former life and one with a negative impact. See Circles, p. 40, Odd
Soot Core Rulebook.

Passions
Oddities have Passions, like regular people. However, one Passion must always be
strange, somehow, even alienating.

Typical alienating passions: Study (Magic), Study (Death), Endure (Pain),
Despise (Untidiness), Abhor (Filth), Hate (Poor Grammar), Detest (Crowds),
Subvert (Stupidity), Repudiate (Laziness).
The Oddity can acquire new alienating Passions, increasing their Strangeness
rating by +10%. Each increase of any alienating Passion also increases the Oddity's
Strangeness rating. See below.

Superlative Traits
Each Oddity has at least one Superlative Trait which further marks them as exceptional. Pick or choose from the Traits on the table on the next page. Roll 1d3 to
determine how many Superlative Traits each Oddity gains, and roll on the Superlative Trait Table for each such Trait.
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Superlative Trait Table
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1d100

Trait

Advantage

01-05

Alacrity

The Oddity rolls 1d6 + 6 for Initiative.

06-10

Disease Immunity

The Oddity is immune to almost every disease except The Soot.

11-13

Double-Jointed

Skill checks for Dex-based skills are two grades easier.

14-15

Echolocation

The Oddity has a developed sense of kinaesthesia, and suffers no Perception
penalties for low light conditions, blindness, or darkness.

16-20

Eidetic Memory

The Oddity can designate a single Hard, Formidable, or Herculean Intbased skill check an automatic success if they did something similar before.

21-25

Exceptional Intellect

The Oddity's Conflict Pool is doubled for Extended Conflicts of the
Knowledge, Language, Research, and Science skills.

26-28

Healthy

The Oddity's Healing Rate is doubled.

29-30

Hold Breath

The Oddity can hold their breath for Con minutes.

31-32

Intimidate

The Oddity's strangeness scares people. Opponents must make an
unopposed Willpower roll to stand their ground.

33-37

Perfect Pitch

Sing and Musicianship checks are one grade easier, and the Oddity's voice
can mimic any voice or sound they have overheard with a Sing skill check.

38-45

Photographic Memory

Skill checks to recall complex details such as sketching a face, writing down
a page of a fons mercurialis seen once, or remembering an alien chemical
formula glimpsed once on a page of a book in the Dream Library, are two
grades easier.

46-47

Poison Immunity

The Oddity is immune to virtually any mundane poison, and resists
magically-enhanced poisons with Endurance at two grades easier.

48-65

Polyglot

Every language opens at the same level as Own Language: Int + Cha + 40.

66-75

Polymath

Experience Rolls for Int-based skills always increase by +1d6%+1.

76-80

Swiftness

The Oddity gains an additional Combat Action; two, if they are using the
Combat Style (Non-Lethal).

81-85

Telepathy

The Oddity can read minds and communicate with other telepaths. Use
the Psychometry and Send spells (p. 165 and 166 from Odd Soot Core
Rulebook). The traces being read, in the case of mind reading, are surface
thoughts and emotions, and deeper motivations and memories if further
Power Points are spent.

86-90

Unearthly

Cha-based skill checks are two grades easier, though still penalised by the
Oddity's Strangeness.

91-00

Wellspring

The Oddity recovers Power Points at twice the normal rate.

Disproportion
Oddities' bodies look alien, or have an odd shape, or are the wrong size. These disproportions are neither flaws nor disabilities. They are part of why Oddities have
Strangeness ratings. Roll or pick from the table in the sidebar.

Strangeness
Oddities are just as tragic and heroic as soot-infected Player Characters. To reflect
their alien appearance, capabilities and behaviour, Oddities suffer from a Strangeness rating – to the general public, they are as alien as the Crisg'tu or the Eldirerrr.
Oddities have an initial Strangeness rating of 10% for each characteristic
point above 18, and a minimum starting Strangeness of 10% if none of their characteristics are above 18 at the beginning of play.

Strangeness increases each time their alienating Passion increases, on a oneto-one basis. If an Oddity's Study (Alien Magic) passion of 30% rose to 35%, their
Strangeness would also increase +5%.

If their alienating Passion wanes for any reason, their Strangeness also decreases - but their Strangeness can never decrease below its starting level. If the
Oddity's chosen characteristic increases, so does the starting Strangeness level
(which means that for an Oddity whose Int, Pow and Cha never rose above 18
at the start of play, their starting Strangeness would begin to increase for the first
time once their chosen characteristic rises above 18 for the first time during play).
When an Oddity's Strangeness reaches or exceeds 100%, their oddness overwhelms them, and they can no longer be played as player characters. Players should
hand over the character sheet to the Game Master.

Inventions
Like the soot-infected, Oddities like to build inventions. Some of the invented
technologies can use outlandish technologies unheard-of to modern science. Oddities like to think that they are using scientific principles which the modern world
has yet to catch up on.

Disproportion, 1d20
1-2 Head. The Oddity's head is bigger, particularly in
the cranial area. The neck always looks too thin to support the head, but it always does.
3-4 Odd Hair. The Oddity's natural hair colour is
green, blue, purple or silver, and/or it is unusually
short.
5-6 No Hair. The Oddity has no head, facial or body
hairs whatsoever.
7-8 Odd Eye Colour. The Oddity's irises or sclera
(whites of the eyes) are an unusual colour, like violet or
white, or solid black.
9 Odd Eyes. The Oddity's eyes look like some kind of
animal's eyes, such as a cat, a bird, a reptile or even a
goat - or they are unusually large.
10 Odd Ears. The Oddity's ears are pointed, or overly
large or small or otherwise look unusual.
11 Odd Mouth. The Oddity's mouth might be disproportionately small, or conversely it might stretch unnaturally from ear to ear.
12-13 Odd Facial Proportions. The Oddity's cheekbones
might be too prominent, or they have an exaggerated
jawline, and so on.
14 Neoteny. The body develops and matures, but the
face remains childlike. Sometimes the body remains
stunted at a reduced Siz (reduce Siz by -2, minimum
8).
15 Long Limbs. The Oddity's arms and legs are longer
than human proportions, making the Oddity appear
to be gangly.
16 Long Digits. The Oddity's fingers and toes are longer than human proportions, or possess an extra knuckle
joint.
17-18 Polydactyly. The Oddity's hands and feet have six
digits each.
19 Webbing. The gaps between the Oddity's fingers and
toes are webbed.
20 Intersex. The Oddity's gender is indeterminate, or
even fully genderfluid.

Unlike the soot-infected, Oddities' inventions generally do no harm to people. They make use of phenomena such as telepathy, quantum physics and even
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magic. Some of these inventions may require Power Points to activate; others do
not. But none of them cause harm to the wielder, or to any living beings which may
be targeted by the devices. If an Oddity becomes soot-infected, sadly, this attitude
towards life changes.

In Odd Soot, Oddity-built inventions are often designed with an elegant,
graceful aesthetic in mind. Sheathed in elegant Bakelite or metal casings, they are
built to embody the Art Deco aesthetic. Metals such as aluminium and titanium
are preferred, though some devices seem to work well with copper or bronze casings.
Oddities almost never build overt weapons, and never work on designing projectile weapons such as guns. The creation of devices which are designed specifically to kill is abhorrent to most Oddities, who have themselves likely experienced
almost every form of human abuse known from their childhoods.
Micro-Analytical Engine

Type: Mechanical-Electric/Magical

Complexity: 16 				

Size: 3 μModules
Hit Points: 10

Function: A handheld, portable Difference Engine, which can be used to connect
to other Difference Engines manually and even remotely.

Description: A rectangle of Bakelite the size of a large trade hardback book, about
3/4 of an inch thick, with various small slots and hatches on the side and a screen
of tiny panels in black and white, which operate independently, providing a visual
display. This screen is protected by a sheet of a transparent material which looks
like glass, but feels more like Bakelite. The screen is touch-sensitive, and the display
can include text, shorthand or even images. A stylus is supplied to write or draw,
using the surface of the Engine as if it were a slate.
The Engine accepts power from a Microcell (below) and stores data on Spindle
Discs (below). A set of Spindle Discs is supplied with the Engine.
The Engine counts as a Normal Engine (50%) for the purpose of Extended Conflict rolls (see p. 145, Odd Soot Core Rulebook).
Fuel Pellets

Type: Chemical
Function: Fuel pellets are designed to be burned as fuel in steam-driven vehicles.

Description: Thumb-sized cylindrical fuel pellets with rounded ends. Fuel pellets
8
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burn without smoke, leaving behind minimal residues. Used in steam engines, 1
Module of fuel pellets is the equivalent of eight Modules of ordinary fuel, such as
coal or wood.
The formula to create these pellets is a closely-held secret known only to Raud
Rodessen of Sorgenfri, in Glimminge on Doggerland.
Microcell

Type: Electric/Mechanical

Complexity: 6 			

Size: 0.2 μModules
Hit Points: 5

Function: A versatile, energy-dense power source which can be used in many compatible devices, from Micro-Analytical Engines to Paralysers.

Description: A rectangular block of aluminium with rounded edges and two tiny
connectors at one end, one marked with a + and one with a -. Microcells can be
recharged over the course of 24 hours plugged into an electrical main or some
other compatible power source. A single Microcell can power a Micro-Analytical
Engine for 24 hours, or provide ten shots from a Paralyser (below) before it is
completely discharged.
Macrocell

Type: Electric/Mechanical

Complexity: 6 			

Size: 0.125 Modules
Hit Points: 15

Function: A larger version of the Microcell, used mainly for vehicles.

Description: A larger version of the Microcell. Macrocells can be recharged over
the course of 24 hours plugged into an electrical main or some other compatible
power source. Eight Macrocells can power the electric vehicle Disa (below) for
1,000 kilometres before they need recharging.

After the events of the short story “The Body In The Crate,” Disa is fitted with
an internal wind turbine (1 Module) which automatically keeps the Macrocells
charged by its own movement, giving Disa effectively unlimited range.
Spindle Discs

Type: Mechanical 		
Complexity: 6 			

Size: 0.1 μModules
Hit Points: 5

Function: Discs which store and retrieve data for difference engines.

Description: Discs the size of small bullion coins, made of what looks like irides10
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cent glass, with a brass axle through the centre. Inserted into slots on the side of
a Micro-Analytical Engine, each Spindle Disc contains the equivalent of a full
fons mercurialis worth of data. The data is encoded using a unique light diffraction
method, which allows for the retention of information at such density.
A complete set of Spindle Discs (they are sold in boxes of twenty) enhances Research, Knowledge and Science skills by +30%.
Paralyser

Type: Electrical 			
Complexity: 6 			

Size: 3 μModules
Hit Points: 5

Function: A handheld weapon which fires a paralysing beam, disabling its prey.

Auld Gertrude

Description: An aluminium weapon, shaped like a pistol, with coaxial disc-like
flanges along the length of the barrel, the Paralyser emits a yellow beam of light
in a 20 degree cone, which can affect up to 1d3 targets standing no more than 17
metres apart within 50 metres, and 1d6 targets at its maximum range of 100 metres,
standing no more than 35 metres apart.

Type: Ground Car / Terrain

The Paralyser affects targets as if they are struck by the Stupor spell (see p. 258, Odd
Soot Core Rulebook).

Crew: 2
Passengers: 2
Cargo: 2 (200 kg)
Engine: 1 (tr70)
Maneuver: 1 (tr100)

Auld Gertrude

Hit Points: 80
Armour: 16/5

A ground car designed and hand built by Odd Raud Rodessen of Sorgenfri, Auld
Gertrude runs on steam. Her preferred fuel is a highly energy-dense form of fuel
pellet designed to a formula invented by Raud Rodessen. Short-range sensors detect movement, measure speed of nearby vehicles, and detect heat and other forms
of radiation. The outer surface of the chassis is hand-carved wood, but it is backed
with a self-repairing alloy invented by Raud Rodessen.
For details of the vehicle statistics, you are invited to consult the Vehicle Design
rules on p. 178, M-SPACE.
Disa

A ground car designed and hand built by Odd Raud Rodessen of Sorgenfri, Disa is
an electric vehicle, powered by eight redundant Macrocells (see above). The vehicle
is dynamically recharged by its own movements, thanks to internal wind turbines
designed to generate power from wind that come in through the front grille.
Disa has a number of innovations: an aluminium chassis, a titanium frame, tungsten alloys and advanced Eldirerrr ceramics used in the motor, an internal Dif-

Speed: 9 (130 km/h)
Handling: 13
Size: 8

Features: Radio Comms, Sensors, Self-Repair, Internal Difference Engine (apps Navigation, Sensors),
Stealth +15%
Disa
Type: Ground Car / Terrain
Speed: 10 (160 km/h)
Handling: 14
Size: 8
Crew: 2
Passengers: 2
Cargo: 2 (200 kg)
Engine: 1 (tr80)
Maneuver: 1 (tr110)
Hit Points: 80
Armour: 16/5
Features: Radio Comms, Sensors, Self-Repair, Internal Difference Engine (apps Navigation, Sensors),
Stealth +25%
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ference Engine (equivalent of a Normal Engine (50%) - see p. 145, Odd Soot Core
Rulebook) which maintains the vehicle's Navigation and Sensors apps, as well as
its stealth technology and self-repair systems, systems originally featured in Auld
Gertrude.

Raud Rodessen
R esearcher, I nventor

and

A dventurer

Protagonist of the series The Adventures of Odd Raud, Raud Rodessen is an Oddity attached to the University of Glimminge. Quartered in Sorgenfri, Glimminge,
Raud operates from a red-walled privately-owned warehouse in the docks northwest of Glimminge Bay.
Exceptional Skills: Insight 70%, Knowledge (Luminarians) 62%, Research 75%, Science (Physics) 75%,
Mechanics 81%.
Standard Skills: Endurance 60%, Evade 69%, Native Tongue 79%, Perception 69%, Willpower 74%.
Professional Skills: Language (Menaryan) 78%, Science (Biology) 42%, Science (Chemistry) 42%.
Combat Style: Non-Lethal (Unarmed) 56%.

Appearance: Dapper, preferring to wear comfortable
yet stylish gentleman's clothing, with a beret and oversized round-rimmed sunglasses worn even indoors, to
cover his total lack of head hair and his oversized eyes.
Disproportions: Head, No Hair, Odd Eyes (large),
Odd
Mouth,
A
ksel
BLong
jareLimbs, Long Digits, Webbed.
Human Oddity
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Inventor

Disa and Auld Gertrude are both vehicles which he designed, creating the
chassis for the latter and outsourcing the design of the former to a German vehicle
designer called Porsche.

Known associates include Professor Porsche, Serbian-American inventor
Nikola Tesla, German mathematician Emmy Noether who has an exceptional
mathematical grasp on the principles used by Luminarian Interdimensional technologies such as Unfolding Devices, and an American called Grace Hopper, who
has an unusual talent for talking to machines in the same way as Skreeder Shamans
commune with spirits.
Companions include Aeva, his personal assistant and chauffeur; and David
Sande, cub reporter for the Dogger Tidende newspaper, whom Odd Raud has taken
on as his chronicler.
Homeworld: Eorthe

Strangeness: 40%
Traits: Eidetic Memory, Exceptional Intellect, Perfect
Pitch, Photographic Memory, Polymath.

Str
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action pts

2

The Soot: —

C on

15

hit points

16

Peculiarities: —

S iz

17

armour

—

Demeanour: Professional, Quirky, Compassionate

Dex

16

dmg bonus

+1d2

I nt

21

luck pts

4

P ow

19

power pts

19

Cha

17

age

27
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Circles:
+University 66% (had run of the facilities; one
Passions: Solve (Mysteries) 80%, Discover (Some- lecturer took a shine to him),
thing New) 70%, Study (Death) (alienating) 60%
-Institution (Psychiatric Facility) 66% (abused and
mistreated by callous staff who hated his appearance).
Hit Locations: 7/7/8/9/6/6//
Healing Rate: 3

Cha Exp.Mod. +2, Int Exp.Mod. +1

Playing Oddities
Oddities are really smart. Their incredible brains are, in fact, a product of the same
source of magic which underlies Skreeder shamanism, Aygaan mental abilities
and the spells left behind by the Luminarians and developed by the soot-infected.
Oddities can have Int, Pow or Cha scores higher than any human can attain,
but there are limitations to their abilities.

Strangeness
An Oddity's Strangeness rating affects their interactions with ordinary humans, as much as their interactions with the Oddities. Use the Strangeness rating
in exactly the same way when dealing with other aliens. Yes, other aliens. The only
beings who can ignore the Strangeness rating are other Oddities, and the sootinfected.

N arrow S copes , I ncomplete Data
and A dvanced K nowledge
An Oddity can only know what they know, not what the players know. Their Exceptional Skills, and some Traits, may grant them incredible advantages in those
fields – but outside those fields, Oddities are only as capable as regular people.
An Oddity without the Perfect Pitch Superlative Trait has no advantage when
making a Sing check, for example (unless they chose Sing for their non-technical
Exceptional Skill).
Most human science is still set in the 1920s, and many of the scientific discoveries known to mankind in the 21st century have still yet to be made, except for
knowledge of the solar system and alien worlds in Comae Space.

Thanks to early experiments in rocketry in the 1800s, explorations of the solar
system, its planets and moons, are far in advance of what is already known. Every
planet has been explored, including Pluto (when it was discovered, there was a
national competition across the United States held to name it, and a young boy
called Clyde Tombaugh won) and several outer planetoids.
The Game Master can allow Oddities to know what is known about the Solar
System in this world, such as the existence of gas giants and the structure of the
rings of Saturn (and the knowledge that all of the gas giants possess rings). Bases
have been set up on the Moon, granting Eorthe scientists knowledge about that
planetary body experienced only by a handful of men in this world, and bases on

New Combat Style: Non-Lethal
Weapons: Unarmed, Club, Staff.
Special Effects (p. 100, Mythras Core Rulebook): Bash,
Choose Location, Circumvent Parry, Compel Surrender, Disarm Opponent, Stand Fast, Stun Location.
Traits (p. 89, Mythras Core Rulebook): Daredevil,
Knockout Blow, Unarmed Prowess.
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Opposing Force
Subtract any of the percentages below from 100 to get
the opposing force.
Cosmological knowledge: 90% (the Big Bang; gravitons; black holes; a cure for cancer; rudimentary grasp
of Luminarian technology)
Sophisticated knowledge: 70% (The human genome;
neutron stars; correction of congenital conditions such
as Muscular Dystrophy or Cystic Fibrosis, but not the
Soot; plate tectonics; the cause of the death of the dinosaurs; the structure of the Milky Way galaxy; advanced
psychology)
Advanced knowledge: 50% (The structure of DNA and
how it works; how mitochondria work; the links between smoking and cancer; the link between asbestos
and lung disease; the probable cause of the explosion in
Tunguska, Russia, in 1908; quarks, baryons, leptons;
basic psychology)
Simple knowledge: 30% (protons, neutrons and electrons; the existence of mitochondria; the function of
insulin; the existence of hormones)
Trivial knowledge: 10% (any knowledge already established before the 1920s)

Mars have revealed more about the Red Planet to Eorthe scientists than modern
planetary scientists know on Earth.
An Oddity can reach an understanding of scientific knowledge in advance of
what ordinary people know, but it requires an Extended Conflict.

Extended C onflict: A dvanced O ddity K nowledge
Skill: Research. Can be augmented by Difference Engine or an appropriate Science skill.
Subtract any of the percentages in the sidebar from 100 to get the opposing force.
Conflict Pool: INT vs. problem complexity (see next page)
Damage: 1d6

Round Length: 1 Day

A lienating Passions
The alienating passions of Oddities can work against them, in the same way as
Peculiarities hinder the soot-infected. See p. 50, Odd Soot Core Rulebook.

How Often: Roll below an alienating passion to trigger it. The player rolls the
dice at the start of each session. If the roll is below an alienating passion, the weakness will manifest itself during the session. With more than one alienating passion,
start with the highest rated. As one is activated no additional rolls are made.
Difficulty to Withstand: The player rolls below the alienating passion to give
in to a tempting situation. The effects are determined by the GM for each scene.

Skill Penalty: Use the alienating passion value as a skill penalty in any situations the player or GM sees fit.
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Conflict
Pool

Problem
Complexity

Examples

6

Equivalent
of what is
discovered
between 1922
and 1949

Plate tectonics; gamma rays; protons, neutrons,
electrons; antimatter; electronics (vacuum tubes);
transplant medicine; some transuranic elements
(neptunium, plutonium)

11

Equivalent
of what is
discovered
between 1950
and 1969

Blood types; tissue rejection; the structure of DNA,
and how it works; mitochondria; lasers; the existence
of galaxies; heavier transuranic elements (americium
through rutherfordium)

16

Equivalent
of what is
discovered
between 1970
and 1999

Subatomic particles (mesons, leptons); transuranic
elements up to meitnerium; dark matter; dark
energy; stem cells; the human genome; how
mitochondria work, including the existence of
mitochondrial DNA and the electron transport
chain; telomeres; early cloning

20

Equivalent
of what is
discovered
from 2000

Every transuranic element up to 118, Oganesson;
gravitons; pluripotent stem cells; 3D printing
technology
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